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 POLICE ALCOHOL-RELATED SERVICES STUDY 
Encounter / Activity Instrument 

  
 R1.  Ride Number    R5. Observer ID#:  E2. Start Time: :  E3. End Time: : 
                                                          (Military)                                 (Military) 
        
 E1. Activity/Encounter #: [ENTER # FOR THIS ACTIVITY/ENCOUNTER SEQUENTIALLY FOR THIS RIDE] ________ 
        
        
 ACTIVITY / ENCOUNTER (FACE SHEET DATA)   
     
 E4. In what city/township did this activity begin? [SEE FACESHEET]  
     
 E5. At what location did the activity/encounter occur? [SEE FACESHEET]  
        

  E7. Were there any FIREARMS involved at all in this activity/encounter? That is, were there any guns present or used, 
         not by a police officer, in relation to the encounter? [SEE FACESHEET]  

        
  E8. Based on your observations of this encounter, would you say it involved an inter-personal dispute between  

         INTIMATE PARTNERS? [SEE FACESHEET]  
        
 E9. Did this encounter involve a MINOR under the age of 18 years? [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
 E10.  Briefly describe the encounter/incident: [SEE FACESHEET]  
        
 E11. Did the officer conclude that this event was ALCOHOL-RELATED? [SEE FACESHEET]  
        
 E12. Did the officer conclude that this event was DRUG-RELATED? [SEE FACESHEET]  
        
 POLICE ENTRY       
        
 Pro-active actions       
        

  E13. Did the officer act on her/his own without apparent request, notification, or command from others? 
              [0 = NO, GO TO E14; 1 = YES, GO TO E19]  

        
 Reactive actions       
        

  E14. Was the officer directed to engage in this activity/encounter by a department dispatcher? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
 E14a. What type of problem was this activity/encounter dispatched as? [ENTER PROBLEM CODE]  
        

  E15. Was the officer directed to engage in this activity/encounter by a supervisor? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E16. Was the officer requested by another police officer, other than her/his supervisor? 

             [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

  E17. Did a member of the public at the scene request the officer’s assistance? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
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  E18. Did a member of the public call the for the officer’s assistance via telephone? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
 En-route Information       
        

  E19. How many police officers, including the officer you observed, were engaged in this activity/encounter? 
              [ENTER NUMBER OF OFFICERS]  

        
  E20. Was the officer already at the scene of this activity/encounter when it began? 

              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

  E21. Did the officer proceed to the scene of this activity/encounter: by foot? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E22. Did the officer proceed to the scene of this activity/encounter: on a bicycle? 

              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

  E23. Did the officer proceed to the scene of this activity/encounter: in a car? 
              [0 = NO, GO TO E24; 1 = YES, GO TO E23a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

     
  E23a. Above the posted speed limit?   
     
  E23b. With lights and sirens?   
        
 Environmental Characteristics       
        
 E24. At what type of location did this activity/encounter occur?  
  1 = residential [GO TO E24a]  
  2 = business  
  3 = public  
  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY] ____________________________________________________________________  
        
  E24a. At what sort of residence did this activity/encounter occur?   
  1 = single family dwelling (e.g., house, mobile home) [GO TO E24b]  
  2 = multiple family dwelling (e.g., duplex, four-plex, or apartment building) [GO TO E25]  
  3 = OTHER [SPECIFY, THEN GO TO E25] _______________________________________  
        
  E24b. Did this activity/encounter occur in a mobile home park? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
 E25. In what sort of environment did this activity/encounter occur?  
  1 = indoors  
  2 = outdoors  
  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY]____________________________________________________________________  
        

  E26. Did this activity/encounter take place within the boundaries of a state, federal or municipal park? 
              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
 E27. Did this activity/encounter take place inside a police facility (e.g. main station, sub-station)? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        

  E28. Did the officer you observed express familiarity with the location of this incident? 
                 [0 = NO, GO TO E29; 1 = YES, GO TO E28a]  

        
  E28a. Briefly describe what prior knowledge the officer had of this location:  
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  E29. Did this activity/encounter occur within boundaries of the beat to which this officer was assigned? 

                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
 E30. What was the level of illumination during this activity/encounter?  
  1 = good lighting: could readily distinguish features, hands, and body of other persons present  
  2 = dim lighting: could distinguish the profile of other persons present  
  3 = near darkness: could distinguish movement, but not enough light to determine size or nature of object  
  4 = total darkness: unable to see anything  
    

  E31. Did the officer indicate that she/he anticipated any violence at the scene of the activity/encounter? 
                 [0 = NO, GO TO E32; 1 = YES, GO TO E31a]  

    
  E31a. Briefly describe what the officer stated with regard to anticipated violence:  
   

 
 

 

        
  E31b. What was the source of information upon which the officer’s expectation was founded?  
  1= previous experience  
  2 = dispatcher  
  3 = fellow officer  
  4 = OTHER [SPECIFY] _____________________________________________________________  
        
 PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION       
        

  E32. During this activity/encounter did the officer you observed attempt to determine the cause of the underlying 
incident?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES; DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E33. During this activity/encounter did the officer you observed suggest that this incident was part of a larger problem? 

                 [0 = NO, GO TO E34; 1 = YES, GO TO E33a]  
        
  E33a. Briefly describe what the officer stated with regard to the larger problem:  
   

 
 
 
 

 

        
  E34. Did this activity involve communicating with other service organizations? 

                 [0 = NO, GO TO E35; 1 = YES, GO TO E34a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

   E34a. What type of organization did the officer you observed communicate with? 
                [ENTER AGENCY CODE]  

        
  E6. Was there any significant face-to-face communication between the officer and a member of the public? That is, was 

         this an ENCOUNTER? [SEE FACESHEET; IF “NO”, GO TO E56; IF “YES”, GO TO E35]  
        
 E35. How many citizen forms were completed for this encounter?  [ENTER NUMBER OF FORMS]  
        

  E36. What was the most serious/important type of problem at the beginning of this activity/encounter? 
                [ENTER PROBLEM CODE]  

        
  E37. What was the most serious/important type of problem at the end of this activity/encounter? 

                [ENTER PROBLEM CODE]  
        

  E38. What was the second-most serious/important type of problem at the beginning of this activity/encounter? 
                [ENTER PROBLEM CODE]  
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  E39. What was the second-most serious/important type of problem at the end of this activity/encounter? 
                [ENTER PROBLEM CODE]  

        
 E40. Was this a FULL encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO E41; 1 = YES, GO TO E43]  
        
 E41. Was this a BRIEF encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO E42; 1 = YES, GO TO E59]  
        
 E42. Was this a CASUAL encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO E40; 1 = YES, GO TO E59]  
        
 OFFICER SUPERVISION    
        

  E43. Did the officer you observed take the decision-making lead in this activity/encounter? 
                [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
 
 

 E44. Did the officer you observed receive guidance, input, or instructions about what to do from a non-supervisory 
police officer? This could include advice given via telephone or radio. 
                [0 = NO, GOT TO E45; 1 = YES, GO TO E44a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E44a. Was this guidance, input or instruction to:  
  1= take an action; [GO TO E44a1]  
  2 = not take an action; or [GO TO E45]  
  3 = OTHER [SPECIFY] _____________________________________________________________  
        
  E44a1. What sort of action was suggested?  
  1 = file report  
  2 = use force  
  3 = arrest person  
  4 = notify supervisor/request supervisor presence  
  5 = request assistance/back-up  
  6 = counsel/advise/mediate  
  7 = leave scene/take no official action  
  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY}________________________________________________________  
        

  E45. Was one or more of the officer’s supervisors present at the beginning of this activity/encounter? 
                [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E46. Was one or more of the officer’s supervisors present at the end of this activity/encounter? 

                [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

 
 

 E47. Did the officer you observed receive guidance from one or more supervisors at any time during this 
activity/encounter? This could include advice given via telephone or radio. 
                [0 = NO, GO TO E48; 1 = YES, GO TO E47a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
   E47a. Was it suggested to the officer you observed to take a particular action? 

                  [0 = NO, GO TO E47b; 1 = YES, GO TO E47a1; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

   E47b. Was the officer you observed ordered to take a particular action? 
                  [0 = NO, GO TO E47a; 1 = YES, GO TO E47a1; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E47a1. What sort of action was suggested/ordered?  
  1 = file report  
  2 = use force  
  3 = arrest person  
  4 = notify supervisor/request supervisor presence  
  5 = request assistance/back-up  
  6 = counsel/advise/mediate  
  7 = leave scene/take no official action  
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  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY}________________________________________________________  
        

  E48. For what percentage of time during the encounter would you estimate one or more of the officer’s supervisors 
being present? [ENTER PERCENTAGE VALUE – DO NOT USE DECIMALS]  

        
 E49. What was the highest rank supervisor present at the scene of this incident/encounter?  
        
  1 = police officer/deputy  
  2 = corporal  
  3 = sergeant  
  4 = lieutenant  
  5 = captain  
  6 = deputy chief  
  7 = chief/sheriff  
  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY] ____________________________________________________________________  
    

  E50. Was one or more non-supervisory police officers present at the beginning of this activity/encounter? 
                [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E51. Was one or more non-supervisory police officers present at the end of this activity/encounter? 

                [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

  E52. For what percentage of time during the encounter would you estimate one or more non-supervisory police officers 
being present? [ENTER PERCENTAGE VALUE – DO NOT USE DECIMALS]  

        
  E53. Upon arrival how many other police officers were present at the scene of this activity/encounter? 

                 [ENTER NUMBER OF OFFICERS]  
        

  E54. Upon arrival how many people (bystanders + participants) were present? 
                 [ENTER NUMBER OF PEOPLE]  

        
  E55. Did the officer you observed, or another officer, request more officers to come to the scene? 

                 [0 = NO, GO TO E59; 1 = YES, GO TO E59; 888 = DON’T KNOW, GO TO E59]  
        
 ACTIVITY INFORMATION      
        
 E56. What type of ACTIVITY was this? [SEE ACTIVITY CODES]  
        
        

  E57. Was this activity part of a long-term plan to deal with a problem? 
                [0 = NO, GO TO E58; 1 = YES, GO TO E57a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
  E57a. Was this activity directed at a specific group of people?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
  E57a1. What group was this activity directed at? [DESCRIBE BELOW]  
   

 
 
 

 

        
  E57b. Was this activity directed at a specific location?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
  E57b1. What location was this activity directed at? [DESCRIBE BELOW]  
   

 
 
 

 

        
  E57c. Was this activity directed at a general problem?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
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  E57c1. At what sort of problem was this activity directed? [DESCRIBE BELOW]  
   

 
 
 

 

        
  E58. Did this activity involve a meeting with a citizen organization? 

                 [0 = NO, GO TO E59; 1 = YES, GO TO E58a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
  E58a. Was it a community council?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58b. Was it some other neighborhood organization?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58c. Was it a victim advocacy group?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58d. Was it a business group?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58e. Was it a church or religious group?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58f. Was it school group?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
  E58g. Was it some OTHER type of citizen organization?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES, SPECIFY]  
        
  E58g1. What other sort of organization was it? 

 
 
 
 

 

        
  E59. Did the officer you observed file a report or indicate an intention to file an official report regarding this activity/ 

encounter? [0 = NO; 1 = YES;  888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        

  E60. For what percentage of time during this encounter did you observe your assigned officer directly? 
                  [ENTER PERCENTAGE. DO NOT USE DECIMALS]  

        
  E61. Was another observer present during this activity/encounter?  

                  [0 = NO, GO TO E62; 1 = YES, GO TO E61a;  888 = DON’T KNOW]  
        
  E61a. What was the ID# of the other observer?  [ENTER OTHER OBSERVER ID NUMBER]  
        
 OFFICER REACTIVITY AND OBSERVER PARTICIPATION    
        

  E62. Did the police officer you observed change their behavior during this activity/encounter because of your presence? 
                  [0 = NO, GO TO E63; 1 = YES, GO TO E62a;  888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
   E62a. Would you say the officer was more inclined to get involved because of your presence? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        

   E62b. Would you say the officer was less inclined to get involved because of your presence? 
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

        
   E62c. Would you say the officer was more inclined to initiate legal action (arrest, cite, etc…) because of your 

presence?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        

   E62d. Would you say the officer was less inclined to initiate legal action (arrest, cite, etc…) because of your 
presence?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
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   E62e. Would you say the officer was more inclined to use force because of your presence?  
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

        
   E62f. Would you say the officer was less inclined to use force because of your presence?  

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
 E63. What basis did you have for concluding that the officer changed her/his behavior because of your presence?  
    
  1 = the officer stated their behavior changed  
  2 = observer inferred it from behavior and/or manner of officer  
  3 = OTHER [SPECIFY] ____________________________________________________________________  
        
 E64. Did the officer you observed request your assistance in this encounter? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, EXPLAIN BELOW]  
        
  E64a. What sort of assistance was requested? 

 
 

 

        
 E65. Did the officer request that you not observe their interaction with a citizen in this encounter?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        
 E66. Did the officer request that you not observe them during this activity?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
        

  E67. Did you perform any tasks to assist the police during this activity/encounter? 
                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES, EXPLAIN BELOW]  

        
  E67a. What tasks did you perform?   
   

 
 
 

 

        
 ALCOHOL & CHRONIC INEBRIATES      
        

  E68. Was this activity/encounter alcohol-related? That is, did this activity/encounter involve the use or possession of 
alcohol by an involved party, or was the activity the result of alcohol use?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

        
 E69. Did this activity/encounter occur at a bar, package store, restaurant or other establishment where alcohol is legally 

served?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW] 
 

        
  E69a. What type of establishment was it?   
        
  1 = bar, pub, nightclub, or tavern  
  2 = liquor store (or “package” store, not including grocery store or market)  
  3 = grocery store or market  
  4 = convenience store or gas station  
  5 = restaurant or other eatery, NOT including those located in a hotel or motel  
  6 = hotel/motel restaurant  
  7 = OTHER [SPECIFY] _______________________________________________________________  
        
 E70. Did this activity/encounter involve a chronically inebriated person?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
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 POLICE ALCOHOL-RELATED SERVICES STUDY 
Citizen Instrument 

 

   
 R1.  Ride Number    R2. Observer ID#  E1. Encounter Number:     
         
 C1. Citizen Number: [ENTER # FOR THIS CITIZEN SEQUENTIALLY FOR THIS ENCOUNTER] ________  
      
         
 C11a. Based on your observations of this person, what socio-economic status do you think best describes this person?   
 1 = “Under class” (extreme poverty associated with chronic unemployment).   
 2 = “Working class” (the working poor; poverty characterized by basic subsistence living and low-wage 

employment). 
  

 3 = “Middle class” (characterized by steady employment allowing more than minimum standards of basic 
necessities such as nice clothes, home/automobile ownership, etc…) 

  

 4 = “Upper class” (characterized primarily by high status employment and a high wage often indicated by 
the wearing of fine clothing and jewelry, driving expensive cars and residing in luxury homes. 

  

 888 = DON’T KNOW / COULD NOT DETERMINE   
    

  C11b. Did this citizen appear to be homeless? That is, was there any indication or evidence that this person did not have 
a home or fixed residence? [0 = NO, GO TO C12; 1 = YES, GO TO C11c; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

  C11c. What evidence was provided to indicate that this person was homeless? [SPECIFY BELOW]   
   

 
 

  

         
 C12. In what role did the police officer place this citizen when the encounter ended? [ENTER CITIZEN ROLE CODE]    
     

  C13. Did the officer indicate that s/he had prior experience of some sort with this citizen? 
                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

     
  C14. Did the officer indicate that this citizen was “trouble” or a “trouble maker”? 

                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

     
  C15. Did it appear to you, or was there any evidence, that this citizen lived in or near (within 3 city blocks or ¼ mile) the 

neighborhood where the encounter took place?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

     
  C16. Did it appear to you, or was there any evidence that this citizen was a visitor to the city? 

               [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

     
 ALCOHOL & DRUG INVOLVEMENT    
     

  C17.  Was there any indication at all of alcohol possession or use by this citizen?  
                [0 = NO, GO TO C18; 1 = YES, GO TO C17a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

     
  C17a. Did you observe alcoholic beverages in this citizen’s possession? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     

   C17b. Did you observe any alcohol paraphernalia (e.g. beer/wine bottles) near this citizen, or in their 
possession? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

 

     
  C17c. Did you detect an odor of alcohol on this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C17d. Did this citizen state that they had been drinking? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C17e. Did a third-party indicate that this citizen had been drinking alcohol? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C17f. Did this citizen have difficultly walking due to drinking alcohol? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
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  C17g. Did this citizen slur their words when speaking? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     

   C17h. Was there any evidence this citizen had been drinking alcohol other than beer, wine or spirits? 
                     [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

 

     
  C17i. Was there any evidence this citizen had been drinking mouthwash? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C17j. Did the officer conduct a field sobriety test with this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C17k. Did the officer administer a breath test/breathalyzer for this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        

  C18.  Was there any indication at all of illegal drug possession or use by this citizen?  
                [0 = NO, GO TO C19; 1 = YES, GO TO C18a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

     
  C18a. Did you observe any illegal drugs such as marijuana, cocaine, heroine or methamphetamine in this 

citizen’s possession? [0 = NO; 1 = YES] 
  

     
   C18b. Did you observe any drug paraphernalia (e.g. pipe, syringe, or a bong) near this citizen, or in their 

possession? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
 

     
  C18c. Did you detect an odor of drugs (e.g., marijuana smoke) on this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C18d. Did this citizen state that they had been using drugs? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     

   C18e. Did a third-party indicate that this citizen had been in possession of, or using, illegal drugs? 
                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

 

     
  C18f. Did this citizen have difficultly walking due to using drugs? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C18g. Did this citizen slur their words when speaking? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C18h. Did the officer conduct a field sobriety test with this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
     
  C18i. Did the officer administer a breath test/breathalyzer for this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        

  C19.  Was there any indication at all that this citizen was selling illegal drugs? 
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

        
  C20.  Was there any indication at all that this citizen was buying illegal drugs? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

        
  C21.  Was there any indication at all that this citizen had been using inhalants (i.e. “huffing”)? 

                  [0 = NO, GO TO C22; 1 = YES, GO TO C21a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

        
  C21a. Was gasoline the substance inhaled? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C21b. Was spray paint the substance inhaled? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C21b. Was some sort of cleaning agent the substance inhaled? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C21b. Was some other sort of substance inhaled? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, SPECIFY BELOW]   
  C21b1. Other type of substance inhaled:   
   

 
 

  

        
  C22.  Was there any indication at all that this citizen was a chronic alcoholic (i.e., “chronic inebriate”)? 

                  [0 = NO, GO TO C23; 1 = YES, GO TO C22a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
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   C22a. Did the officer you observed indicate to you that this person was a chronic alcohol abuser? 

              [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
 

        
 CITIZEN MEDICAL PROBLEMS      
        
 C23.  Did this citizen show any signs of mental disorder? [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]   
        

  C24.  Did this citizen show any signs of physical injury or illness requiring immediate medical attention? 
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

        
 WEAPON INFORMATION      
        

  C25.  Did this citizen possess a weapon, or did they have a weapon within “jump reach”? 
                  [0 = NO, GO TO C26; 1 = YES, GO TO C25a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

        
  C25a. Was the weapon a knife or some other stabbing instrument? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C25b. Was the weapon a stick, club, bat or other blunt instrument? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C25c. Was the weapon a firearm? [0 = NO, GO TO C25d; 1 = YES, GO TO C25c1]   
     
  C25c1.  Was the firearm a handgun (e.g. pistol, revolver)? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C25c2.  Was the firearm a shotgun? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C25c3.  Was the firearm a rifle? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C25c4.  Was the firearm some other type of gun? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, SPECIFY BELOW]   
   C24c4.1. Other type of firearm:     
    

 
 

  

        
  C25d. Was the weapon of some other sort? [0 = NO, GO TO C25; 1 = YES, SPECIFY BELOW]   
   C24d4.1. Other type of weapon:     
    

 
 

  

        
  C26.  Was this weapon used in relation to the encounter, for instance in the commission of the offense prompting the 

police response, or was the weapon merely present?  
 

  1 = weapon was used    
  2 = weapon was only present    
  3 = could not determine gun involvement   
        

  C27. Did this citizen threaten to assault the police at any time during this encounter?  
                  [0 = NO, GO TO C28; 1 = YES, GO TOC27a ]  

 

        
  C27a. Did the threat occur before the police attempted to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C27b. Did the threat occur during an attempt by the police to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C27c. Did the threat occur after the police attempted to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        

  C28. Did this citizen actually physically assault the police at any time during this encounter?  
                  [0 = NO, GO TO C29; 1 = YES, GO TOC28a ]  

 

        
  C28a. Did the assault occur before the police attempted to physically control them?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
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   C28b. Did the assault occur during an attempt by the police to physically control them? 

                   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
 

        
  C28c. Did the assault occur after the police attempted to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        

  C29. Did this citizen actually physically assault someone besides the police at any time during this encounter?  
                  [0 = NO, GO TO C31; 1 = YES, GO TO C30 ]  

 

        
  C30. What type of offense was committed?  [ENTER OFFENSE CODE ]   
        

  C31. Did this citizen commit any non-violent offense while in the officer’s presence, during this encounter?  
                  [0 = NO, GOTO C33; 1 = YES, GO TO C32 ]  

 

        
  C32. What type of offense was committed?  [ENTER OFFENSE CODE ]   
        
 C33. Did this citizen attempt to flee from police? [0 = NO, GO TO C34; 1 = YES, GO TO C33a ]   
        
  C33a. Did this occur before the police attempted to physically control them?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C33b. Did this occur during an attempt by the police to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
  C33c. Did this occur after an attempt by the police to physically control them? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
        
 C34. Was this a brief or casual encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO C35; 1 = YES, GO TO C34a]   
   
  C34a.aDid this citizen make a request/demand of the police? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, SPECIFY BELOW]   
  C34a1. Citizen request/demand:    
   

 
 

  

   
  C34b.aDid the officer you observed comply with this citizen request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
  C34c.aDid the officer make a request/demand of this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, SPECIFY BELOW]   
  C34a1. Police request/demand:    
   

 
 

  

   
  C34d.aDid the citizen comply with this from request from the officer? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 CITIZEN REQUESTS & OFFICER RESPONSES   
   

 
 

 C35. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed initiate some sort of legal action with regard to the 
other disputant/offender in the encounter? That is, did they request the officer to cite or arrest the other party to the 
dispute? [0 = NO, GO TO C36; 1 = YES, GO TO C35a]  

 

   
  C35a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
  C35a1.  What is the citizen number of the arrested/cited person? [ENTER CITIZEN NUMBER]   
   
  C35b. What was the relationship between these two people?   
  1 = strangers   
  2 = casual acquaintances   
  3 = neighbors   
  4 = friends   
  5 = co-workers   
  6 = family/relatives, not including intimate partners   
  7 = intimate partners   
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  8 = OTHER [SPECIFY] __________________________________________________________    
  888 = Don’t know / could not determine   
   

  C36. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed NOT initiate any sort of legal action with regard to the 
other disputant/offender in the encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO C37; 1 = YES, GO TO C36a]  

 

   
  C36a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
  C36a1.  What is the citizen number of this other person? [ENTER CITIZEN NUMBER]   
   

  C37. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed advise or persuade the other disputant/offender 
involved in the encounter to do something? [0 = NO, GO TO C38; 1 = YES, GO TO C37a]  

 

   
  C37a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
  C37a1.  What is the citizen number of this other person? [ENTER CITIZEN NUMBER]   
   

  C38. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed warn or threaten the other disputant/offender involved 
in the encounter? [0 = NO, GO TO C39; 1 = YES, GO TO C38a]  

 

   
  C38a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
  C38a1.  What is the citizen number of this other person? [ENTER CITIZEN NUMBER]   
   

  C39. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed make the other disputant/offender involved in the 
encounter leave the scene? [0 = NO, GO TO C40; 1 = YES, GO TO C39a]  

 

   
  C39a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
  C39a1.  What is the citizen number of this other person? [ENTER CITIZEN NUMBER]   
   

  C40. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed file a report? 
               [0 = NO, GO TO C41; 1 = YES, GO TO C40a]  

 

   
  C40a. Did the officer comply with this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

  C41. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed act on this citizen’s behalf with a government official/ 
agency, or private organization?  [0 = NO, GO TO C42; 1 = YES, GO TO C41a]  

 

   
  C41a. Did the officer agree to this request? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

   C41b. What agency/organization did police contact, or promise to contact, on the citizen’s behalf?  
            [ENTER AGENCY CODE]  

 

   
  C42. Did the officer you observed offer to contact an agency/organization on the citizen’s behalf on her/his own 

initiative?  [0 = NO, GO TO C43; 1 = YES, GO TO C42a]  
 

   
   C42b. What agency/organization did police contact, or promise to contact, on the citizen’s behalf?  

            [ENTER AGENCY CODE]  
 

   
  C43. Did this citizen request that the police officer you observed for information on how to deal with their problem? 

                  [0 = NO, GO TO C44; 1 = YES, GO TO C43a]  
 

   
  C43a. Did the officer provide problem-solving information to this citizen? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

  C44. Did the officer you observed offer information on how to deal with the citizen’s problem on her/his own initiative? 
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  

 

   
 LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS   
   
 C45. Was this citizen in police custody at the beginning of this encounter?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
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 C46. Did the officer you observed threaten to issue a citation, ticket or summons to this citizen?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C8. Did the officer you observed issue a citation, ticket or summons to this citizen?   [SEE FACESHEET]   
   

   C8a. What was the most serious offense for which this citizen was cited/ticketed? 
                [ENTER OFFENSE CODE; NO FELONLY OR MISDEMEANOR CODES]  

 

   
  C47. Did the officer you observed check for outstanding warrants against this citizen? 

                   [0 = NO, GO TO C48; 1 = YES, GO TO C47a]  
 

   
  C47a. Did this citizen have at least one outstanding warrant for their arrest? [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C48. Did the officer you observed threaten to arrest this citizen?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]   
   
 C9. Did the officer you observed arrest this citizen?  [SEE FACESHEET]   
   

   C9a. What was the most serious offense for which this citizen was arrested?  
                [ENTER OFFENSE CODE]  

 

   
  [If E14. = “2”] C10. For what offense was this unit dispatched? [ENTER OFFENSE CODE]   
   
   

  C49. Did the officer directly observe this citizen engage in an illegal act BEFORE arresting them? 
                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C50. Did the officer observe circumstantial evidence of an illegal act implicating this citizen BEFORE arresting them? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C51. Did the officer hear claims from others that implicated this citizen BEFORE arresting them? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C52. Did the officer observe physical evidence of an illegal act implicating this citizen BEFORE arresting them? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C53. Did the officer hear this citizen confess to committing an illegal act BEFORE arresting them? 

                  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C54. Was this citizen taken into protective custody by the police because they were extremely intoxicated (with either 

alcohol or drugs? (e.g., a “Title 47” hold?)  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
   C54a. Was this person transported to the Anchorage jail or other government detention facility by the 

police? [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C54a1.  Where was this person taken? [SPECIFY] _________________________________________________  
   

   C54b. Did the police transport this person to some other facility, like a shelter?  
           [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C54b1.  Where was this person taken? [SPECIFY] _________________________________________________  
   

   C54c. Did the police notify the Community Service Patrol (CSP) of this person?  
           [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
   C54c1.  Did the police request CSP to pick up this individual? 

                [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
   C54c2.  Did the CSP transport this citizen to shelter? 

                [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
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  C55.  Was this citizen taken to the Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API) or any other mental health facility?  

              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C56. [If C2 = 1, 2 or 3] Was this person transported to McLaughlin Youth Center, or any other juvenile detention center, 

by the police?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C57. [If C2 = 1, 2 or 3] Was this person taken to their home to be released to a parent or guardian? 

              [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
   C57a. Was this youth’s parent or guardian at home?  

           [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
   C57b. Was this youth actually released into a parent’s/guardian’s custody?  

           [0 = NO; 1 =YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
 CITIZEN & OFFICER DEMEANOR   
   

 
 

 C58. How would you describe the demeanor of the officer toward this citizen at the beginning of the encounter? That 
is, how would you describe their behavior toward this person upon arrival? 
                  [5 PT SCALE: 1 = VERY RESPECTFUL - - - - 5 = VERY DISRESPECTFUL]  

 

   
  C59. How would you describe the demeanor of the officer toward this citizen at the end of the encounter? 

                  [5 PT SCALE: 1 = VERY RESPECTFUL - - - - 5 = VERY DISRESPECTFUL]  
 

   
  C10. How would you describe the demeanor of this citizen toward the officer at the beginning of the encounter? 

                  [SEE FACESHEET]  
 

   
  C60. How would you describe the demeanor of this citizen toward the officer at the end of the encounter? 

                  [5 PT SCALE: 1 = VERY DEFERENTIAL - - - - 5 = VERY CONFRONTATIONAL]  
 

   
  C61. [IF C9 = 1] How would you describe the demeanor of this citizen toward the officer immediately following their 

arrest?       [5 PT SCALE: 1 = VERY DEFERENTIAL - - - - 5 = VERY CONFRONTATIONAL]  
 

   
  C62. [If applicable] Which person, the citizen or the officer you observed, displayed disrespect first? 

                  [1 = OFFICER; 2 = CITIZEN; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
 SEARCH & USE OF FORCE   
   

  C63. Did the officer you observed interrogate this citizen, either in the field or in an office setting? That is, did the 
officer ask the citizen questions related to a suspected criminal offense?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C64. Did the officer you observed hold a warrant to search for evidence on this person or his/her property? 

                 [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C65. Did the officer you observed search this citizen, the area immediately around the citizen, his/her possessions, home 

or automobile?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C66. [IF C9 = 1] Was this search conducted BEFORE this citizen was arrested?    
   

  C67. Did the officer you observed threaten to use physical force on this citizen?  
               [0 = NO, GO TO C68; 1 = YES, GO TO C67a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C67a. Did this involve verbal threats?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
  C67b. Did this involve physical gestures?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C68. Did the officer you observed display a weapon for safety purposes?   
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                    [0 = NO, GO TO 69; 1 = YES, GO TO 68a; 888 = DON’T KNOW]   
   
  C68a. Did the officer display her/his service firearm?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

  C69. Did the officer you observed use a firm grip or non-pain restraint on this citizen? 
                   [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
 C70. Did the officer you observed frisk this citizen?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]   
   

  C71. Did the officer you observed handcuff this citizen (including hobble straps)? 
                   [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C72. Did the officer you observed use pain compliance techniques with this citizen (hammer lock, wristlock, finger grip, 

carotid control, bar arm control)?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C73. Did the officer you observed use impact or incapacitation methods on this citizen (striking with body or weapon, 

mace, or tazer)? [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
  C74. Did the officer you observed discharge their firearm in this citizen’s presence?  

                   [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  
 

   
 OBSERVER EFFECTS   
   

  C75. Did this citizen change her/his behavior due to your presence or actions during this encounter? 
                    [0 = NO; 1 = YES; 888 = DON’T KNOW]  

 

   
  C75a. Did citizen state that their behavior was changed?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
  C75b. Did officer suggest this citizen’s behavior changed?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
  C75c. Observer inferred it from behavior/manner of citizen?  [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C76. Did you speak to this citizen at all, in any way?  [0 = NO, GO TO C77; 1 = YES, GO TO C76a]   
   
  C76a. Who initiated this conversation?    
  1 = Observer  
  2 = Citizen  
   
 C77. Did this citizen ask you why you were there?  [0 = NO, GO TO C78; 1 = YES, GO TO C77a]   
    
  C77a. What was your response? [EXPLAIN BELOW] 

 
 
 

  

    
   
 C78. Did this citizen request that you not be permitted to observe their interaction with the police?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C79. Did this citizen indicate it was fine that you were present in the encounter?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

  C80. Did this citizen ask you for any advice with regard to their problem/situation? 
               [0 = NO, GO TO C81; 1 = YES, GO TO C80a]  

 

   
  C80a. Did you offer the requested advice? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, EXPLAIN BELOW]   
   
  C80a1. Briefly describe the advice requested & offered: 
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 C81. Did the officer you observed request that you not observe their interaction with this citizen?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   
 C82. Did it appear that your presence aggravated or annoyed this citizen?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]   
   

  C83. Did this citizen suggest to you, the police, or anyone else present that the police were acting differently because of 
your presence?   [0 = NO; 1 = YES]  
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 POLICE ALCOHOL-RELATED SERVICES STUDY 
Ride Form 

 

         
 R1. Ride Number:   R2. Split Ride?  R3. Date: / / 200   Shift start time: :  
                                     (Military)  
 R4. Observer Initials    R5. Observer ID#:   Shift end time: :  
                                     (Military)  
 R6. Special Duty? [0 = NO; 1 = YES, Specify]  Specify:   
         
         
 R7a. Did your observation of the assigned officer begin late? [0 = NO, SKIP TO R8a; 1 = YES, GO TO R7b]   
  R7b. Why did your observation begin late? Was it because:   
  1 = Observer was not present when officer started work;   
  2 = Observer was reassigned to this officer;   
  3 = Officer not present – on duty elsewhere (including in station house);   
  4 = Officer not present – on personal business elsewhere;   
  5 = Officer not present – unknown reason;   
  6 = Observer could not get into police station at beginning of shift; or   
  777 = Other?   
         
 R8a. Did your observation of the assigned officer end early? [0 = NO, SKIP TO R9; 1 = YES, GO TO R8b]   
  R8b. Why did your observation end early? Was it because:   
  1 = Observer requested it for personal reasons;   
  2 = Officer had other official duties requiring transfer to other unit serving the assigned beat;  
  3 = Officer had permission to leave early for personal business;   
  4 = Officer left early for personal business without official permission;   
  5 = Officer left work early for personal business and status of permission unknown;  
  6 = Officer left work early for unknown reasons; or   
  777 = Other?   
         
 R9. What type of unit was the observed officer(s) assigned?   
  1 = Patrol   
  2 = Traffic   
  3 = Other [SPECIFY]  ______________________________________________________________________  
         
 R10. What beat was the officer you observed assigned to for your observation? [ENTER BEAT NUMBER]   
         
 OFFICER INFORMATION  
 OFFICER 1        
 R11a. What was PRIMARY Officer’s ID number? [ENTER OFFICER BADGE NUMBER]   
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 POLICE ALCOHOL-RELATED SERVICES STUDY 
Observation Worksheet 

  
 Page _____ of _______ 
  
 Ride Number   Observer ID#:   Officer ID#:   Date:   
       
       
 Activity/ 

Encounter #: 
 Time 

Begin: 
 Time 

End: 
 Citizen(s) 

Number: 
 Activity/ Problem 

Code: Comments: 
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